Abstract: In this article we will study smooth rigid analytic group objects over local fields whose underlying variety is proper and connected. Starting in dimension 1 where such an object is automatically algebraic and projective, we are concerned with elliptic curves. Up to finite base field extension, an elliptic curve has good reduction or multiplicative reduction. To understand the geometric meaning of the multiplicative case was the incentive for J. Tate to introduce rigid analytic theory. Moreover it turned out that the degeneracy of abelian varieties over local fields could also be explained by rigid geometry. In higher dimension the situation is much more complicated than in dimension 1. Namely, there exist non-algebraic objects, the so-called abeloid varieties. In this article we will revisit the main steps in building the theory of rigid geometry and we will describe the main ideas for elaborating the structure of abeloid varieties and how to classify the abelian varieties among them.
Tate's elliptic curve
The invention of rigid analysis was closely related to uniformization problems in algebraic geometry and it starts with a pioneering piece of work of Tate [39] , dating back to 1959, which was unpublished for a long time until 1995. Over a completely valued non-archimedean field, Tate constructed elliptic curves by considering "analytic" quotients G m,K /q Z where q ∈ K × has absolute value |q| < 1. Tate's uniformization of elliptic curves with non-integral j-invariant was elaborated by Roquette [37] . A certain generalization of Tate's construction of elliptic curves to the case of several dimensions was given by Morikawa [29] . Then in the early 1970's, it was generalized in two ways, namely to curves of higher genus having split degenerate reduction by Mumford [30] and to abelian varieties of arbitrary dimensions by Mumford [31] and Raynaud [34] . Mumford worked over complete noetherian rings and constructed families of polarized abelian varieties. On the other hand, Raynaud studied the uniformization of abelian varieties over local fields. Neither considered the geometric case of an algebraically closed nonarchimedean valued field. In the latter case, Mumford's curves were thoroughly investigated from the rigid analytic point of view by Gerritzen [13] and, the same was done for abelian varieties by Bosch and the author in [4] .
Tate's elliptic curve was an important tool for Deligne and Rapoport for studying the points of infinity of the arithmetic moduli scheme of elliptic curves [9] . Later Faltings and Chai used the work of Mumford and Raynaud in constructing the toroidal compactification of the arithmetic moduli scheme of principally polarized abelian varieties [12] .
The uniformization of elliptic curves can be understood in terms of function theory on simple domains like discs and annuli. However a satisfying treatment of curves of higher genus or abelian varieties needs a more sophisticated theory of analytic functions which allows the notion of global analytic spaces. This was the motivation of Tate to work out the details in a seminar at Harvard 1961 where he started rigid geometry. These notes were later published in Inventiones in 1970; cf. [38] . By introducing an extra topological structure, Tate overcame the problem of analytic continuation over totally disconnected ground fields; thus making the impossible possible, as Remmert named it. Thereby he layed the foundation of modern rigid geometry. The theory was later worked out by the school of Grauert and Remmert resp. by Kiehl; for details see the monography [3] . While Mumford was working exclusively in the framework of formal algebraic geometry, Raynaud presented a program [36] which explained the connection between formal and rigid geometry. Thereby it helps to understand the geometry behind the constructions of Mumford. Details of Raynaud's program were worked out by Bosch and the author in [6] .
For stating the results we fix the notations for this article. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with uniformizing parameter π, residue field k and field of fractions K. Most of the results are true for non-archimedean fields which are complete with respect to an arbitrary valuation of rank 1; in that case π is an element of K × with 0 < |π| < 1 and R consists of all elements c ∈ K with |c| ≤ 1. The latter are referred to as local fields.
The following statements can be found in [37, §3, VI & VII] . Theorem 1.1 (Tate) . Let K be a local field of arbitrary characteristic as above and let q ∈ K × with 0 < |q| < 1. Then the field of meromorphic q-periodic functions on G m,K is an elliptic function field F (q); i.e. finitely generated of transcendence degree 1 over K. More precisely F (q) = K(℘,℘) where 
The associated projective curve E(q) is given by the inhomogeneous equatioñ
To every element j ∈ K with |j| > 1 there exists one and only one q ∈ K with 0 < |q| < 1 such that j = j(q).
For the proof Tate had to introduce analytic functions on G m,K . This is done by postulating the Laurent expansion principle. This is exactly the point where p-adic analysis enters the story. For introducing q-periodic meromorphic functions on G m,K , one had to handle analytic functions only on simple domains like discs or annuli. But it is not obvious how to introduce an analytic structure on the projective curve E(q) associated to F (q) and how to interpret the function given by ℘ and℘ as an analytic morphism from G m,K /q Z to E(q). A satisfying treatment would require a theory of analytic functions which includes the notion of Riemann surfaces. Although one could feel the geometry behind it, to explain it requires rigid analytic geometry. Later, Raynaud gave a geometric construction of the general Tate curve over the power series ring Z [[q] ] in terms of formal schemes; cf. [9, Sect. VII].
Theorem 1.2 (Tate). Let E be an elliptic curve over a local field K. After finite extension of the ground field there are two possibilities: (i) If |j(E)| ≤ 1 then E has good reduction.
(ii) If |j(E)| > 1 then E is isomorphic to an analytic torus G m,K /q Z for a unique q ∈ K × with 0 < |q| < 1. The j-invariant bijectively depends on q by a series
with f (q) ∈ R[[q]]. Thus j(q) is converging on the open punctured disc and j gives rise to a biholomorphic map
Over an algebraically closed field, an elliptic curve is uniquely determined by its j-invariant. If the characteristic of the ground field is = 2, any elliptic curve E is given by a Legendre equation in the projective plane
which is invariant under the substitution λ −→ (1−λ) reflecting the isomorphism
. Over a valued field K, for E(λ) with λ ∈ K we may assume |λ| ≤ 1. Then E(λ) has good reduction if and only if |λ| = 1 and |1 − λ| = 1. E(λ) has multiplicative reduction if and only if 0 < |λ| < 1 or |1 − λ| < 1.
Good reduction means that the polynomial P (X) := X · (X − 1) · (X − λ) has three distinct roots in the reduction, whereas multiplicative reduction means that two roots of P (X) collapse in the reduction.
The relationship of the modulus q with the Legendre representation E(λ) for 0 < |λ| < 1 is the following
with |c 2 | = 1 and |c i | ≤ 1 for i ∈ N. In particular, there are always exactly two values
Formal and rigid geometry
The building blocks of p-adic analysis over a local field K are the Tate algebras
and its residue algebras; the so-called affinoid algebras
The associated geometric objects are the affinoid spaces Sp(A K ) defined as the set of maximal ideals of A K ; for example Sp(T n ) is just the set of points in the affine n-space A n K where the coordinates ξ i take absolute values ≤ 1. In order to build a useful p-adic theory, one has to ask at least two principles; namely the analytic continuation and the global expansion of analytic functions on discs. This poses a serious problem because the natural topology given by the valuation of K is totally disconnected. Therefore one has to provide p-adic analytic spaces with an extra topology which forces a non-trivial notion of connectedness. The definition of rigid spaces [38] was rather clumsy at the beginning. Substantial simplifications are due to Gerritzen and Grauert by introducing the notion of rational domains; cf. [14] . As a result, admissible open sets and coverings of rigid spaces became easier to handle. Definition 2.1. Let X = Sp(A K ) be an affinoid space and let f 0 , . . . , f r ∈ A K without common zeros. Then
is called a rational affinoid subdomain of X with structure ring
r) .
(X 0 , . . . , X r ) is called a rational covering of X.
The structure sheaf O X is acyclic for rational coverings.
At the same time Kiehl simplified Tate's theory as well by using Grothendieck topologies and obtained some fundamental results on coherent modules; the rigid analytic analogues to Grauert's Direct Image Theorem and of Theorem A and B of Cartan and Serre; cf. [23] and [24] . Thus Serre's GAGA could be carried over to rigid geometry verbatim. In 1974 Raynaud proposed a program [36] shedding new light into the theory by interpreting rigid geometry as the generic fiber of formal schemes over the formal spectrum Spf(R) of a complete discrete valuation ring. This was first elaborated by Mehlmann in [27] . A more detailed treatment is [6 
the maximal spectrum X rig := Sp(A rig ) is called the generic fiber of the formal affine scheme X := Spf(A). The crucial idea of Raynaud was the use of formal blowing ups.
Definition 2.2. Let A be an admissible R-algebra and let X = Spf(A) be an affine formal scheme. For an open ideal I = (f 0 , . . . , f r ) ⊂ A; i.e. π n ∈ I for some n ∈ N; the formal blowing up P r X ⊃ X −→ X of I on Spf(A) is the completion of the algebraic blowing up of I on Spec(A) with respect to the special fiber.
It is clear that the generic fiber is not changed since I ⊗ K = A rig , and that the canonical covering of P r X induces the rational covering on X defined by the chosen system of generators of I. One can generalize this procedure for any admissible formal scheme over Spf(R); i.e. a formal scheme which is covered by open subschemes of type Spf(A) as above where the ideal of definition is given by a parameter π ∈ R. This way one gets a rigid space X rig associated to any admissible formal scheme over Sp(R); called the generic fiber of X. The main tool for proving such a theorem was provided by the paper [35] of Raynaud and Gruson. In the following we will state some consequences of it to explain the relationship of formal and rigid geometry. This new insight made the theorems of Kiehl on coherent modules [23] and [24] into a corollary of well known facts in algebraic geometry [25, §1] . Moreover it gives access to the work of Grothendieck [17] . Many interesting geometric results could be shown by this technique; cf. 
is flat and has reduced geometric fibers.
Mumford's construction
From the analytic point of view, at a first glance the generalization of Tate's elliptic curve is the analytic torus
maps M K (K) to a full lattice in the Euclidean space R r where K is the algebraic closure of K. To define such a quotient one needs rigid geometry. As explained in §1, the latter was not necessary for r = 1 , since the object is algebraic and, hence, there were methods to omit the building of analytic quotients. But for r ≥ 2 such a quotient does not need to be algebraic. Therefore a more involved construction was necessary. In [31] Mumford postulates additional data which imply the existence of an ample line bundle on the quotient and, hence, force the quotient to be algebraic. Somehow he does not form the analytic quotient, his construction automatically produces an abelian variety over K which is the quotient. However the explicit construction of the quotient is hidden. Mumford's construction works even more generally over any noetherian ring A which is complete with respect to an ideal I of A.
Let us start with the most general example of a rigid group variety which is proper and connected. This can illustrate the geometry of such objects before explaining Mumford's construction. Let g ≥ r ≥ 0 be integers. Let B → Spf(R) be a formal abelian scheme of dimension (g − r); i.e. B is the inductive limit of abelian schemes B n over
has a commutative group structure due to the Theorem of the Square. Since each E ρ extends to a formal line bundle on B, one gets a well-defined absolute value | · | on each B ρ . Hence one obtains as before a well defined map
Thus one can define a lattice M K ⊂ G K as before and so one obtains an analytic quotient
This example depends "versally" on g 2 modules:
So the construction of G K is versally in g 2 modules.
There is a unique largest open subgroup of G K ; namely 
, is the canonical pairing. We have chosen the symbol G, since it should be thought of as being the universal covering of the quotient G K .
Mumford does not construct the quotient on the generic fiber; instead this is done on the levels of the special fiber over S n := Spec(A/I n ) for all n ∈ N. As a trick he introduces the notion of a relatively complete model ( P , L) over S. That is a kind of compactification of G by an integral S-scheme locally of finite type equipped with an S-ample line bundle L
The abstract group M acts freely and discontinuously on the special fiber P n , and P is covered by the translates of an open G-invariant subscheme U ⊂ P of finite type under M . The actions of G and M on L commute up to a twist by g, λ(m) for g ∈ G and m ∈ M . The completeness is expressed in terms of valuations on the field of rational functions on G; namely that certain valuations have centers on P .
Such relatively complete models exist. They are not unique but the ambiguity does not affect the resulting group scheme G. A candidate for P is provided by the following construction. Let
be the large graded ring where θ is an indeterminant. On R one can easily define the actions of G and M via
Inside R one considers the subring
where Σ ⊂ M is a finite subset containing a basis of M and satisfying 0 ∈ Σ and Σ = −Σ. Assume that m, λ M (m) + µ ∈ A; otherwise one has to replace λ m by a positive multiple. Then
is a relatively complete model and, moreover, there is a canonical ample line bundle on it.
Then one proves that P is as close as possible to G; namely the generic fibers G η = P η coincide automatically and the interesting points of G η specialize on P . Mumford performs the quotient on the I-adic completion P of P obtaining a formal scheme P = P/M . This scheme can be algebraized to a scheme P over S which is projective over S due to the presence of the ample line bundle L/M . A suitable open subset G ⊂ P gives the semi-abelian S-group scheme one is looking for. It is independent of the choice of P ; it depends only on G and
Actually it works as it is illustrated in the following diagram
We do not see the quotient on the generic fiber; this is hidden in the algebraization process which works due to the presence of the polarization. Without the polarization this method wouldn't work.
Chai and Faltings generalized this construction to the mixed case where G is an extension of an abelian S-scheme of positive dimension by a torus G r m,S [12, Chap. III]. Their construction is very similar to that of Mumford which essentially relies upon the algebraization theorem of Grothendieck. They also need a polarization; however in their case the data for a polarization is much more involved. (1) G is an extension of an abelian S-scheme B by T := G r m,S . Such an extension is equivalent to a group homomorphism
Let q : G → B be the map from G to B.
Let Φ : M → B(S) be a map which coincides with q on the generic fiber.
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
where ·, · : M × M → P B×B is the canonical pairing into the biextension given by the Poincaré bundle on B × S B lying over (Φ, Φ • λ M ) and ξ is the symmetry.
The meaning of the positivity condition (c) is the following: m, λ M (m) gives rise to an S-section into the pull back of P B×B to S via (Φ, Φ • λ M ) and hence to a Cartier divisor of S. The positivity means that this divisor is effective on S and congruent to 0 mod I.
Theorem 3.5 (Chai, Faltings). In the situation of 3.4 there exists the quotient G := G/M which is a semi-abelian group scheme over S with abelian generic fiber
The proof uses the paper of Mumford as a blueprint. The main point is the construction of the relatively complete model. The situation here is much more complicated because of the abelian part B. Somehow one follows Mumford's method, but now in the relative situation q : G → B. Locally over B, it looks like Mumford's situation and hence one can get a relatively complete model G ⊂ P → B with a B-ample line bundle E. One has to twist the relative construction by an S-ample line bundle N on B which is provided by λ B from the given data in order to obtain a relatively complete model G ⊂ P → B and an S-ample line bundle L = E ⊗ q * N on P with M -linearization.
Raynaud's uniformization of abelian varieties
In this section, we go the opposite direction. Starting with a polarized abelian variety G K over a complete discretely valued field K with ring of integers R, one wants to find the uniformization of G K resp. degeneration data in the sense of Mumford. The first steps for the uniformization were done by Néron [33] and Grothendieck [20] . 
Theorem 4.2 (Néron). Any abelian variety G K admits a Néron model G.
For a proof in modern terms see [7] . G is automatically a smooth S-group scheme. Let G o be the identity-component of the Néron model G. In general it does not commute with finite base field extension K /K; in particular it can be "small" for the given field in the sense that the canonical mapping [20] .
Theorem 4.3 (Grothendieck). There exists a finite separable field extension
After replacing K by K we may assume that the special fiber G o 0 is an extension of an abelian variety by a torus T 0 . Due to a theorem of Grothendieck [19] , the torus lifts to a formal torus T in the formal completion G of G o with respect to the special fiber. So G is an extension of a formal abelian R-scheme B by a formal torus T
The generic fiber G rig ⊂ G K can be regarded as an open analytic subgroup of G K . The formal torus is the torus of units T rig ⊂ T K inside an algebraic torus T K similar to {z ; |z| = 1} ⊂ G m,K . It can be regarded as an open subdomain of the analytification of T K . Let
be the push forward. The mapping ϕ : T rig → G K extends to a morphism ϕ.
Therefore one obtains a mapping
The extension of ϕ to ϕ can be solved by looking at the decomposition of the Picard group of 
Theorem 4.4 (Raynaud) . After a suitable finite separable field extension K /K, the abelian variety G K admits a representation A discussion of the approach of Chai and Faltings and its relation to the methods of rigid geometry is given in [5, §7] . The main difference is how to find the lattice M . By the rigid method it is found via the uniformization as the kernel of the map p : G η → G η . Chai and Faltings constructed it via the Fourier coefficients of the expansion of a nonzero section in a line bundle L η with respect to the characters when one restricts the line bundle to the formal subgroup G which is obtained from G by completion with respect to the special fiber. Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 4.5 are the main ingredients for constructing a toroidal compactification of the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties as was done by Chai and Faltings, cf. [12] .
Properness in formal and rigid geometry
The following three sections are devoted to explain the methods for analyzing the structure of abeloid varieties. The difficulties stem from the fact that there is no counterpart of the Stable Reduction Theorem 4.3. [25] and later, for an arbitrary valued base field it was settled in [40] . 
Given a morphism W → V of two affinoid varieties V and W and an open subvariety
Thereby we denote by X n the scheme X ⊗ R (R/Rπ n+1 ) for n ∈ N.
It is easily shown that this definition is independent of the choice of the model. The main result of [25] is that the notion of properness in the rigid sense is equivalent to properness in the formal sense; thereby it became clear that the composition of proper rigid maps is proper as well. The main result in this context is the following theorem [25, Theorem 5.1] which we will discuss in this section in more detail. 
U rig is affinoid and
In particular U rig can be described as a subset of U rig via As a corollary one obtains Generalizing results [25, §4] The proof of the density is not given in [25] . Therefore we explain the proof of this statement in more details. Let λ ∈ N,λ ≥ 1 and set 
for a finite open affine covering (V 1 , . . . , V s ). Then we can write
Then there are sections
note that W ξ = U × A ξ . The index ξ indicates the open subscheme where ξ is invertible. In particular the differences (
Therefore the collection (ξ m · f i ) i gives rise to a section
Next, look at the exact sequence 
Next we perform the base change induced by sending ξ −→ ρ where ρ is an (m + n)-th root of π and we see that π µ+1 · f can be approximated by a section over U (ρ) := W × A Spf (R[ρ] ). Assume first ρ ∈ R. Then we have a canonical commutative diagram
is the open subscheme of X (resp. X m+n ) with ρ ∈ IO X (resp. π ∈ I m+n O X m+n ). Thus we see that f can be extended by π −µ−1 ·F which is a function over U rig up to a function in π λ ·Γ(U, O X ). If (m+n) is large enough, then U is affinoid and U Y U , since U Y U m+n . Since the ring of functions on U rig is finitely generated, say by f 1 , . . . , f t ∈ O X (U ), we choose U as above and functions F 1 , . . . , F t over U which approximate π µ f 1 , . . . , π µ f t over U up to π µ+1 O X . So we can approximate any restricted power series in f 1 , . . . , f t by a polynomial in F 1 /π µ , . . . , F t /π µ up to an element in πΓ(U, O X ). Now we can iterate the process and thus we see that we can approximate any function on U rig up to π λ where we can choose λ as large as we want. Actually we have shown the assertion after a finite separable field extension; we assumed that a suitable root of π lies in R. But one can easily show that the assertion "O X (U rig ) is dense in O X (U rig )" can be checked after such a field extension. Then U rig is a Weierstraß domain in U rig due to [3, 7. 
Now one considers
is generated by I n U (n) ⊂ W (n) the union of connected components of W (n) meeting U Then U n satisfies the claim for sufficiently large n ∈ N. This follows as in the special case. Namely, the invertible line bundle T := K (n) : I n O X (n) and the section ι : 
Artin's approximation method
An important tool in rigid geometry is the approximation technique of Artin which was first noticed by Bosch in [2] . We will first state the result in terms of equations, later we will rephrase it in geometric terms. For a better understanding of the assertion we formulate it in geometric terms: If X/S is smooth, the theorem is due to Elkik [11] . Namely Elkik states that there exists a constant h > 0 depending only on the Jacobian (∂f i /∂Y j ) such that any nearby section σ : S → D n+N (c) of a certain distance from X depending on h can be improved to a true section of X. For the proof of this fact one transforms the problem into the setting of integral equations over the valuation ring R of K and then one uses techniques similar to those in the classical Newton process.
For a proof of the approximation theorem in the smooth case, one first approximates the given section σ by a nearby section σ : S := D n (c ) → D n+N (c , c ) for some 1 < c , c < c and then one improves it to a true section σ : S → X by the method of Elkik.
Thus the approximation theorem is reduced to the following smoothening theorem by using the Lemma of Elkik [11, Lemme 1, p. 555]. The approximation theorem becomes a very powerful tool in rigid geometry if one combines it with Theorem 5.3. For applications it is useful to generalize it and to formulate the final result in geometric terms. 
Theorem 6.2 (Smoothening Theorem). Let K, c, S, S and f
= (f 1 , . . . , f r ) ∈ K ζ/c, Y /c be as in 6.1. Set X = V (f ) ⊂ D n+N (c). If σ : S → X is an S-morphism with σ S ⊂ X ∩ D n+N (1), then there exists a commutative diagram X g 1 1 1 X S σ o o σ g d d d d~~~~~~~~SX S σ V V V V V q Q Ó Ó Ö Ö Ö Ö Ö S σ d d t
t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t l L z z t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t S
Proof. Due to Theorem 5.3, one can assume that X is affinoid. One reduces the assertion to Theorem 6.1 by rewriting the assertion in terms of equations. 
Conversely, any system (( y ν ) , ( a ij )) with these properties gives rise to a section σ. One may also assume a ij < 1 for all i, j after multiplying the function f 1 , . . . , f r by a suitable constant. Now one considers the system of equations
in the variables Y and Z. This has a solution over K ζ/c . Then the assertion follows from Theorem 6.1. 2
It has far reaching consequences for the extension of isomorphisms and for the study of abeloid varieties as we will see in §7 and §8. 
Semi-stable models for rigid spaces
In the following assume that K is a local field with a discrete valuation, let R be its ring of integers and π a uniformizing parameter. Starting with a smooth quasi-compact quasi-separated rigid space X K , one cannot expect that X K has a smooth model over Spf(R) neither can one hope for an admissible open covering by domains isomorphic to polydiscs or polyannuli. For a covering by simple domains one has to allow a broader class of domains which is a combination of both classes mentioned before. The combination is meant here in terms of curve fibrations. This is possible in theétale topology of the analytic site. Definition 7.1. Let X be a quasi-compact admissible formal R-scheme and let X σ 0 for σ = 1, . . . , s be the irreducible components of the special fiber X 0 of X.
as the scheme-theoretic intersection. X is strictly semi-stable over Spf(R) if (a) X 0 is geometrically reduced, (b) X σ 0 is a Cartier divisor on X for all σ ∈ N and (c) X M 0 is smooth over k and equidimensional of dimension dim
If X is strictly semi-stable over Spf(R), then X is a regular scheme due to condition (b) and the generic fiber X rig is smooth over Sp(K). One can show:
Remark 7.2. Let X be a quasi-compact, admissible formal R-scheme. The following are equivalent: (a) X is strictly semi-stable. (b) Every closed point x ∈ X 0 of the special fiber has an open neighborhood which for some r ∈ N is formally smooth over the formal scheme
Definition 7.3. Let f : S → S be a morphism of quasi-compact admissible formal R-schemes. The map f is called rig-étale cover if f is a composition S → S † → S of an admissible formal blowing-up S † → S by a morphism S → S † which is quasi-finite, flat and surjective, as well as rig-étale, i.e.étale on the associated rigid spaces S rig → S † rig . This implies that f rig : S rig → S rig isétale, surjective. Conversely everyétale surjective morphism f K : S K → S K of quasi-compact, quasi-separated rigid spaces has a model f which is rig-étale.
The main result in this context is: Theorem 7.4. Let X be a quasi-compact admissible formal scheme such that the associated rigid space X rig is smooth over Sp(K). Then there exists a finite separable field extension K of K with ring of integers R and a rig-étale cover X → X ⊗ R R of quasi-compact formal R -schemes such that X is strictly semistable over Spf(R ).
In terms of rigid spaces one can rewrite it in the following terms.
Corollary 7.5. Let X K be a smooth rigid space over Sp(K) assumed to be quasicompact and quasi-separated. Then there exists a finite separable field extension K of K with ring of integers R and anétale surjective morphism X K → X K of a quasi-compact quasi-separated rigid K -space X K which admits a strictly semi-stable formal R -model X .
A proof of this result was sketched in [26] ; details were worked out by Hartl [21, Theorem 1.4]. We give a brief sketch of the proof. Let X be a formal model of the given rigid space X K . Locally on X, one fibers X over a formal scheme Y such that all fibers are one-dimensional and then one uses induction on the dimension d of X K . Since X K is rig-smooth, it can locally be fibered over an admissible open set
such that the map is flat and, hence, a rig-smooth curve fibration. We are free to perform a rig-étale base change to Y . So, using the Reduced Fiber Theorem 2.6, we may assume that X → Y is flat with geometrically reduced fibers. By formal patching and using the extension of morphisms 6.4, one can compactify this fibration to a projective, rig-smooth curve fibration P → Y with geometrically reduced fibers such that X ⊂ P is an open subscheme; cf. [26, Theorem 5.3] . After allowing a rig-étale base change, one can assume that P → Y is punctured by sections making X rig → Y rig into a punctured stable curve over Y rig . Using the properness of the moduli space of stable punctured curves, we can replace Y by a rig-étale cover such that P rig extends to a stable punctured curve C → Y ; i.e. C rig− → P rig . As in [10] one shows that the morphism C rig− → P rig extends to a morphism C → P after an admissible blowing-up of Y . Thus we can replace P by C; cf. [26, Theorem 5.9 ] and hence we have obtained a relative version of the desingularization. Now the induction hypothesis allows us to replace Y by a strictly semi-stable formal R-scheme. This means that the special fiber Y 0 is a divisor with strict normal crossings. Since C rig is smooth over Y rig we see that the singularities of C lie in the special fiber and are given by equations of the form
These can be resolved explicitly. Since X is an open subscheme of C, the claim 7.4 follows. 2
Abeloid varieties
A compact connected complex Lie group of dimension g can be represented as a quotient C g /Λ of the affine vector group C g by a lattice Λ of rank 2g. From the multiplicative point of view, it can be described as a quotient (C * ) g /M of the affine torus (C * ) g by a multiplicative lattice M of rank g. In the rigid case, the situation is more complicated because of the phenomena of good and split reduction which in general occur in a twisted form.
Definition 8.1. An abeloid variety is a group object in the category of rigid analytic spaces whose underlying variety is smooth, proper and connected.
The fundamental example of such a rigid group G K is the analytic quotient G K = G K /M K where G K is an extension of an abeloid group B K with good reduction by an affine torus T K , and where M K is a lattice in G K of rank dim(T K ); cf. Example 3.1. The main result of [26] is that any abeloid variety is of the form G K /M K after a suitable extension of the base field as described in the example. This is a generalization of Grothendieck's Stable Reduction Theorem [20, I, Exp. IX, 3.5] as well as of the rigid uniformization of abelian varieties to the analytic case; cf. Theorem 4.4. More generally, one can study bounded rigid groups. A connected smooth rigid group is called bounded if it is quasi-compact and commutative; for example a proper smooth rigid group is bounded.
In the following assume that K is a local field with a discrete valuation. Let R be its ring of integers and π a uniformizing parameter. We would like to mention that the following results are also true for local fields with an arbitrary valuation of rank 1, but they are not written. In [26] they were proved only for fields with a discrete valuation since at that time the extension property for affinoid subdomains 5.3 and consequently for morphisms 6.4 were only established in the case of discrete valuations. Due to the result of Temkin [40] these facts are true in general. Therefore the arguments of [26] work in general as well. 
(Group Generation).
Let G K be a smooth commutative rigid group. Let X be a quasi-compact connected smooth formal R-scheme and let o ∈ X rig be a rational point. Let u K : X rig → G K be a rigid morphism sending o to the unit element. Then X generates a smallest locally closed subgroup H K of G K via u K which admits a smooth formal R-model H such that u K factors through H K . In particular, u K extends to a morphism u : X → H. Moreover, if d is the dimension of G K , the multiplication map u 2d : X 2d → H is surjective. If X K is a rigid space with X rig X K and if u K extends to a rigid map
If X is not connected, we allow to perform a finite field extension to puncture the components (X i ; i = 1, . . . , n) by rational points x i ∈ X i and define X, u as the group generated by (X i , u · u(x i ) −1 ) for i = 1, . . . , n. It is easy to see that the definition does not depend on the choices of the points. 8.8 (Maps from Curves to Groups). Let C be a connected smooth affine formal curve which is semi-stable and which has precisely one singular point x 0 , and let u : C K → G K be a rigid map. Denote by C the smooth part of C over Spf(R). Let G K := C rig , u ⊂ G K be the subgroup generated by the smooth part, and let G be the smooth formal model of G K . Furthermore, let ξ : C K → G m,K be a rigid morphism which restricts to a coordinate on the formal fiber C K (x 0 ) of the double point x 0 . Then there exists a unique rigid group homomorphism ϕ : 
(Stable reduction of relative curves).
Let f K : X K → S K be a smooth rigid curve fibration. Then,étale locally on X K and S K , there exists an ordinary model of f K ; i.e., a formal model f : X → S of f K such that f is flat with geometrically reduced fibers such that its singularities are at most ordinary multiple points.
By using these facts, we will sketch the proof of the structure theorem.
There exists anétale cover u K : X K → G K of G K by a smooth quasi-compact rigid space admitting a curve fibration X K → S K which has a model X → S of admissible formal schemes which is flat with geometrically reduced fibers such that their singularities are at most ordinary multiple points. Furthermore, one can assume that S has a geometrically reduced special fiber over Spf(R). Let X * be the smooth part of X/S. After base change by a suitable rig-étale cover, one can assume that X * → S admits a section and that its fibers are connected.
Notice that X * is open dense in each fiber of X/S. Let X be the smooth part of X/R. Then set
So G k has a smooth model G over R due to 8.5. One may assume that all the tori which appear by looking at the restriction of u K to the fibers of X K → S K are already contained in G K . Now one shows by an extension property of rational morphisms that
By the property of mappings from curves to groups 8.8, one can show
Moreover one can estimate a bounded part Φ G r m,K (b) Φ G r m,K which is necessary for the last assertion. As a final step, one shows
by looking at a sequence of points x 1 , y 1 , . . . , y n , x 2 such that consecutive points belong to fibers of the curve fibration X/S or of the base S.
The group G K has the following universal properties:
(a) Let Z be a connected smooth admissible formal R-scheme and consider a rigid morphism u K :
In particular, G K is the 1-component of the formal Néron model of G K .
(b) Let C be a formal semi-stable affine curve with precisely one singular point x 0 assumed to be a double point. Let ξ : C rig → G m,K be a rigid map which restricts to a coordinate on the formal fiber C K (x 0 ) of x 0 . Let u : C rig → G K be a rigid morphism. Then there exists a rigid group homomorphism ϕ :
where u : C rig → G K is a rigid morphism and where g ∈ G K .
The properties mainly follow from our results about mappings from curves to groups 8.8.
In the case of abeloid varieties one obtains the final structure theorem. 
are bijective. In particular there exists an analytic group homomorphism from a split affine torus Φ :
Such a G K can be described by the following diagram:
The representability of the Picard functor for smooth rigid spaces was first settled by Bosch and the author for abeloid varieties which are uniformized; cf. [5] . Later in [22] Hartl and the author treated the general case. The case of abeloid varieties is probably more interesting since it is related to the question for necessary and sufficient conditions for an abeloid variety to be algebraic. Let (B , Φ, Φ ). Thus it gives rise to the dual diagram
and, hence, it defines an abeloid variety G .
One can describe line bundles L on G in terms of M -linearizations. An Mlinearization can be described as a triple (N, λ, r) where
where
is the canonical map. The identity for the section r has to be read in where z ∈ G, z ∈ G and ω is a point in the fiber P q(z)×q (z ) .
Here " · " resp. " ⊗ " denotes the group law on P B×B when B resp. B is regarded as a parameter space.
Ampleness of a line bundle on G can also be described in terms of linearizations. The Poincaré bundle is a formal line bundle on B ×B , so it admits a trivialization such that the transition functions have constant absolute value, say of norm 1. Therefore one obtains a well-defined absolute value on the total space P B×B . (λ M , λ B ) of ( G, M ) . Now we will turn to the representability of the Picard functor of a proper smooth rigid variety which was settled by Hartl and the author in [22] . In the following we assume that K is a local field with a discrete valuation.
Let X K be a smooth rigid space over K which is proper and connected and assume that there exists a K-rational point x : Sp K → X K of X K . Consider the Picard functor
This is a contravariant functor. The main result is the representability of this functor under the additional assumption that X K admits a strict semi-stable formal model X over the valuation ring R associated to K. The structure theorem of bounded rigid groups gave a hint how a Picard variety of a proper smooth rigid variety should look like. As we have seen in Theorem 8.10, there is a torus involved. Therefore one has to understand first the reason for the existence of such a torus. Due to the existence of a rig-étale cover which admits a semi-stable formal model 7.4, the source for the torus became clear by the following result: 
Sketch of the proof of 9.6: One first shows the representability of Pic 0 X/R on the category of admissible reduced formal R-schemes by a smooth formal R-scheme P which is an extension of a formal torus T by an abelian formal R-scheme:
